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The Light of Infinite Love is everywhere. There is nowhere it cannot reach. Ask
and it will find you, too.
Many times in our lives, we can feel completely alone, abandoned, unloved and utterly cut off from the
rest of the world. These feelings are normal and far more commonplace than you might think. Rarely is
any life lived in which these ideas of isolation and fear do not intrude from time to time. However this
concept of separation is not real. It has never been and it can never be. You can create your world in
whatever image you should choose. You have the power to literally create hell on Earth for yourself, if
you should decide that is the world you most want to look out upon. Perception, being a mirror of the
desires you most fervently want to see realized in the physical world, has the inalterable power to distort
and manipulate the reality that you see and live within. If you should wish to be greeted each day by a
hostile and alien world, one in which every person that you meet intends you only the greatest harm, you
are welcome to create that world for yourself. Indeed a great many Souls have created just such a world,
and they have reacted accordingly. Who could possibly blame them for their incredibly bizarre and
unnatural reactions to the immense world of fear that they have created for themselves? Were you to be
able to step into their minds for a moment and look out upon a world so strangely transformed by the
insane effects of the fear that they hold at the very core of their being, you would not assign fault to their
misguided attempts to rail against all of the attacks they believe they see being directed towards them in
each waking moment. From their twisted perspective, calculated and peremptory strikes against those that
they are convinced are determined to cause them harm and loss are justified and in many cases, even
necessary. Many seek to attack others in a blind attempt to prevent what they believe to be unavoidable
conflict. Others turn their rage inward, causing immense amounts of self-harm and even choosing to take
their own lives in an attempt to escape a world they believe to be intractably hostile to them. But this
utterly upside down world view is not real. We know that each day brings both a sunrise and a sunset.
From the perspective of our sun, the darkness never comes. Our sun knows of no shadow, no darkness
and no diminution. It stands unopposed, constantly sending out countless photons into the dark reaches of
the space surrounding it. The brilliant light that our star shines out in every direction is never in shadow.
So too is the nature of the Light of Infinite Love that our forever benevolent Creator shines throughout all
of time and space. No shadow can be cast upon it. No power anywhere in the world can stop it from
reaching towards the hearts of each and every single one of God’s Children. It is forever unopposed and
utterly unstoppable. You can turn your face away from the Light of God’s Infinite Love. You may
absolutely decide that you do not want this Light to shine into your life. It is your choice, and yours alone,
to turn your face downward towards the ground and to allow the shadows cast by the Light to play out on
the ground in an infinite variety of forms. You can decide that you wish to see these shadows as being
real, whole and complete in and of themselves. From a more elevated perspective it becomes impossible
and nonsensical to believe that this shadow-play, enacted utilizing the absence of the Light as its source
and creation, should be seen as real. But this is your choice, to turn your perception downwards towards
the unreal and choose to fervently ignore the undeniable Source that stands above and behind you,

providing the necessary power and energy to create the intricate dance of shadow images that unfold
below your feet. A great many people, throughout time and many existing today, spend most if not all of
their time in this physical reality looking at the shadows and electing for themselves that what they see
must be their true reality. They do not hesitate to assign all of their beliefs to the shadows, animating them
and interacting with them as if the Light that is so very clearly needed to create the shadows simply does
not exist. This should not be judged to be wrong. To hold these Souls as inferior or hopelessly confused
would be to decide that they are incapable of seeing the reality of the Light of Love that shines for all of
us. Instead of condemning them to their purgatory, leaving them behind to play with their darkness and
forever deciding that they are incapable of turning their gaze back towards the Light that is necessary to
create the absence that is fundamental to the world they have created in their own perception, it would be
better to observe them from a more elevated perspective. From this vantage point, what is immediately
obvious is that they are in need of correction. A change in viewpoint, from which they will be able to
know that it was never the shadows on the ground that were real, but rather the Light that allows all of the
shadows to be created. Regardless of any person’s desire to ignore the Light that illuminates their lives,
the Light itself continues. It can be disregarded. But just as the world itself disappears from your sight
when you close your eyes, in truth the world remains. No one would charge the world with playing a
disappearing act with them when they close their eyes for a moment. All know that when they close their
eyes it is they that temporary cannot see the world because of the obstruction of their eyelids in front of
their pupils. The Light of Love has a similar function. It can be ignored, disregarded, turned away from
and dismissed. But it can never be destroyed or counteracted. Choosing to stop perceiving the Light of
Love has no power to stop it from flowing constantly. When you are ready to turn back again to the
Source of your Creation, the infinite Light that shines out will be yours again. This Light knows how to
find you. In fact it has already found you. It has never stopped shining into your heart, casing its perfect
glow of Truth and corrected knowledge towards you. When you ask the Light to return, you are not
actually effecting any change in the Light itself. Its qualities of perfect illuminance and shadow-less
radiance have continued unabated since before time itself began. When you ask for the Light to return to
you, what you are actually asking is for permission from your entire mind to accept the Light back into
your life. This choice must be one made with a complete mind. Not a mind that stays complete all the
time. But just an instant of willingness to wholly accept that it is your true intention to welcome the Light
of Love back into your heart is quite sufficient. Very few minds are totally unified. Most exist in a
constant state of flux, flitting about from one belief or thought to another, rarely if ever alighting upon a
unifying principle that has sufficient solidarity to align all of the mind’s intention, even for the briefest of
seconds, towards a singular goal. But this state of alignment is possible, though it is rarely held constant
for longer than an infinitesimally miniscule amount of time. But that is not a bar against the immense
power of this fully directed intention. But one instant of pure intention to no longer hold on to the belief
that you are not worthy of the Light, or that you are somehow fundamentally flawed, is more than enough
to create a crack in the armor of denial that you have established against the coming of the Light of Love.
You are worthy. Far more and to such a greater degree that you have even ever dreamed. The Light of
Love was Created for you, as it was Created for all of the Children of God. If you exist, if you have
consciousness, you are Created. Your Creation was Perfect. Nothing was amiss. No part was forgotten.
No corner of your mind held the slightest inkling of any possibility that you could be imperfect in any
way. Created by a perfect Spirit of Pure Love, you are exactly the same as your Creator. It cannot be any
other way. Perfection cannot Create any mind that is in any way imperfect. From the proper, corrected
perspective, the obvious truth of this is so ridiculously undeniable that to believe otherwise would not be
considered to be foolishness or folly, it would simply be known as untrue.

